ACA / Kaplan Partnership
Course Options 2021-2022

The ACA has partnered with Kaplan to bring you comprehensive test prep options. These courses were strategically designed to help you effectively and efficiently prepare for exam day. We hope that you will take advantage of these prep options to increase your competitiveness for professional school.

Why did we decide to work with Kaplan? Here’s what they promise:

- The most engaging classes
  - With proven strategies from Kaplan’s Learning Science team of experts, their courses are designed to help you with engagement to ensure comprehension.

- The best teachers in test prep
  - Kaplan instructors are second-to-none. Kaplan’s instructors guide and support students both in and out of class to a holistic understanding of the integrated nature of the tests, enabling you to solve problems with critical thinking for test score optimization.

- Practice that adapts to you
  - Kaplan’s tests and practice material allow you to identify your strengths and weaknesses leading to increased studying efficiency and test day endurance.

- Personalization and customization
  - Students generate a customizable calendar by inputting their test date and available study time; the calendar recalibrates as schedules change, keeping prioritized content at the forefront.

- Comprehensive content review
  - The course lessons work through test preparation with guided practice on each piece of content - with a focus on the strategy necessary to tackle critical thinking on test day.

- Proven score-boosting strategies
  - With a seventy-five-year track record of raising student test scores, you can rest assured that our proven strategies will work for you!

Available Live Online Courses:

**MCAT Live Online - $1,364, Regular price $2,499**

- 24 two-hour sessions with a team of expert MCAT teachers - 48 hours of core class instruction
- Personalized homework assignments based on your strengths and opportunities
- Dynamic calendar maps out daily assignments based on your test date and time to study
- 90+ hours of live and recorded targeted content Workshops
- A 3,000+ question Qbank that helps you test and learn specific content areas
- 16 full-length, realistic practice tests
- 7-book MCAT Subject Review set including digital access via Vital Source
- 70+ brand new Content Refresher videos covering the highest yield MCAT topics
● All the official AAMC practice material available
● Access to online resources for 12 months from your course start date
● Class sessions are live, but also recorded for on-demand review
● If you have to miss a live class session, you have the on-demand recorded sessions as well as the option to join an alternative live class of the session missed

**MCAT Live Online Class Schedules**

**DAT, OAT, PCAT Live Online - $839 Regular price $1,199**

● 12 three-hour classroom sessions, taught by expertly trained faculty members.
● Each session is paired with over 120 hours of out-of-class instructional resources and practice to provide reinforcement of the materials taught in class.
● 3,500+ practice items and 7 full-length online computer-based tests in the Test Day format
● Qbank - 1500+ practice questions in a customizable question bank.
● Comprehensive study materials including the Kaplan Course Book
● Smart Reports™ – our online score analysis and personalized recommendation system.
● Access to online resources for 12 months from your course start date
● Class sessions are live, but also recorded for on-demand review
● If you have to miss a live class session, you have the on-demand recorded sessions as well as the option to join an alternative live class of the session missed

**DAT Live Online Schedules**
**OAT Live Online Schedules**
**PCAT Live Online Schedules**

**GRE Live Online - $576 Regular price $999**

● 7 three-hour live online classes with a team of expert GRE teachers covering the most essential skills and strategies
● Personalized homework assignments based on your strengths and weaknesses
● Unlimited access to The GRE Channel (an exclusive, award-winning resource for live, interactive or archived online instruction with Kaplan's best teachers); it includes 40+ unique one-hour episodes on every GRE topic
● Seven full-length computer adaptive practice tests
● 5,000+ practice items include detailed answer analysis and SmartReports™ for focused studying
● GRE Course Book
● 180+ hours of online instruction and practice
● Access to online resources for 12 months from your course start date
● Class sessions are live, but also recorded for on-demand review

**GRE Live Online Class Schedules**
LSAT Live Online - $786  Regular price $1,299

- 32 hours of core classroom instruction
- 180+ hours of exclusive live and on demand lessons on the LSAT Channel for a customizable curriculum
- Access to 60+ official practice tests with LSAC's LSAT Prep Plus tool ($99 subscription)
- Every official LSAT question ever released
- Over 300 customizable quizzes
- Guidance from a team of LSAT experts
- A set of prep books for studying on the go
- Access to online resources for 12 months from your course start date
- Class sessions are live, but also recorded for on-demand review

[LSAT Live Online Class Schedules]